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the 2012-2013 wave included a
special wave of sets. these sets
were one or two standard sized
bricks smaller than the regular
hero factory sets. each of these
sets had a special feature that was
not present in the regular hero
factory sets. these sets were based
on the battle of polytopia universe.
in the main building of the hero
factory there is a main laboratory,
where the various parts of the hero
are created. [3] there are around
50 staff who are in charge of
creating the various parts of the
heroes. [3] in the laboratory there
are 6 core parts of the hero, which
when put together forms a single
hero. these parts are the upper
body, the head, the lower body,
the left and right legs, the left and
right arms and the torso. [3] the
parts are created from several
different areas of the world, some
of which are quite local, some are
imported from japan, and others
are manufactured in china. [3] the
heroes in the hero factory are of
diverse shapes and sizes, which is
a result of the various parts that
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are imported. [3] some parts are
required to be the same shape as a
real person, as the result of the
characters being designed with
real human proportions in mind.
but most of the parts are of a
somewhat smaller size to
accommodate the functional
elements required to create the
hero. [3] some parts are fairly
large, but this is partially due to
them also being a functional
element. [3]

Lego Hero Factory Breakout Game Full
Version

as with the other series, several
items and accessories are still

available for purchase. a new type
of character are the elite heroes,
with four heroes released, each
with unique abilities. the elite

characters were released between
december 2009 to april 2010. they

were: fire dragon (furno xl),
stormer (bulk), furno (rocka) and

furno (evo). these characters
resemble the legendary bionicle

lizardmen and are able to ride the
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hero factory ride (swooshion) on a
dragon like form. these characters
have also been seen in the disney
spinoff, which has a dragon like

form. lego's first mmo, lego
universe, was released in august

2005. the game is free-to-play, and
players use collectible lego blocks
(called legos) to build characters,

including their own virtual universe
(called a planet) and other virtual

lego items. players can then
customize their own characters

and play against others, or defend
their planet from attacks by other
players or the computer-controlled
enemies. players can talk to each
other in the "mud-pit" section of

the "tower" area of the game. lego
universe was later closed in late

2005 due to lack of player interest.
players were refunded their
starting starter sets and will

receive a complimentary copy of
lego dimensions. a special version
of the game was released called
hero factory legends, which was
released in october 2014. in this

version, the player controls a hero
who can be a lego version of
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themselves. the player must fight
through the game's five worlds to

defeat the villain. the hero can
collect the five items from the first
world, which unlock new levels and

unlock new characters.
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